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August 7, 2022 
 

 Our scripture from Isaiah is a harsh one, no doubt.  Any scripture, as our 

introduction stated, that starts with “Hear the word of the Lord, you rulers of 

Sodom!  Listen to the teaching of our God, you people of Gomorrah!” we know 

what follows cannot be good and indeed it is not.   

 

 These words historically have had dramatic overtones of sexual sin.  Now 

we must not place our own cultural neuroses upon this scripture and fail to hear 

the powerful message it generates due to our own biases or beliefs that we are 

somehow immune to the judgment it contains.  What does Isaiah want his 

listeners to hear?  It’s simple – but harsh.  God hates our worship.   The scripture 

is laced with harsh and horrible rejections:  “What to me is the multitude of your 

sacrifices?...I have had enough…I do not delight…Who asked this from your 

hand?...No more…futile…abomination…iniquity.  “Even though you make many 

prayers, I will not listen.”  “When you stretch out your hands, your hands are full 

of blood.”   The disconnect between what happens inside the sanctuary and what 

happens outside of it. 

 

 This disconnect I believe has been one of the primary downfalls of the 

church.  Sinful, hurtful even hateful behaviors from people who claim to be 

“Christian” or faithful and even from the church itself as an institution, yes I said 

that,  yet they live a life of bias and privilege – exclusion and judgment.    This has 
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always been a core problem for God’s people – the gap between our practice and 

our praise. 

 

 If we truly want to rinse our blood soaked hands to God, there is only one 

thing left to do – “Wash yourselves, make yourselves clean.  What is required to 

come clean before God?  Cease to do evil, learn to do good; seek justice.”  Isaiah 

tells us clearly what is needed…rescue the oppressed, defend the orphan, plead 

for the widow”  If the people of God want to lift their hands to God in prayer, they 

will extend their hands to the most vulnerable as well.  I believe we try to do this 

and do accomplish this quite regularly here at Bacon.  Our service to the 

community and beyond is at times mighty.  But this scripture nonetheless is an 

opportunity for us to take some personal and collective inventory to really dig 

deeply on what we have done and what we have left undone.   

 

 Our New Testament scripture from Luke lies a bit more gently and easier on 

the ears than our passage from Isaiah.  “do not be afraid, little flock, for it is your 

Father’s good pleasure to give you the kingdom.”  Words that are so pleasant to 

hear in a world that is filled with fear mongering.  Turn your evening news on or 

pick up the newspaper if you dare and your eyes and ears will be filled with all 

kinds of things to be afraid of.  War, global warming, weather, violence, an 

unstable economy, and throw in Monkey pocks and yeah – it’s nice to hear “do 

not be afraid, little flock…”  This scripture is not whistling-in-the-dark comfort, but 

rather the reassurance that what is seen is not all that is – our fears do not need 

to have the last word. 
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 The warning that comes in this passage is about our fears and how they 

lead us to a life where we hoard our own possessions and wealth, are suspicious 

of our neighbors, afraid of starvation and nakedness.  It is not necessary to be 

anxious about life and death or about food and clothing (earthly possessions).  

These are human means of protection and well-being but they don’t compare 

with God’s means. 

 

 Both passages this morning tell us God is not a God who created the 

universe and just sits back and watches to see what will happen.  God is 

passionately involved every step of the way concerning himself with every hair on 

our heads we are told.  Our human tendency is to be greatly concerned with our 

well-being yet the blessings God offers are known most fully by those who are no 

longer afraid of potential danger, darkness, and death, those who live the sorts of 

lives that many persons across time and continents cannot begin to embrace or 

comprehend.  Our human desires encourage us to believe that giving, instead of 

taking, will lead to destitution, deprivation and desperation.  The gospel promises, 

however, that giving from what we have will make us mindful of the God of 

blessing, and ready to receive the gifts that God offers. 

 

 The less we want to have, the less we need to have.  The less we need to 

have, the less we need to fear.  The less we need to fear, the more we know that 

a life of giving allows us always to live, not on the brink of devastation, but on the 

brink of blessing, where we can more readily hear the promise that the “Son of 

Man is coming at an unexpected hour” desiring not to punish but to bless. 
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 When you think of the end times or when Jesus returns, can you embrace 

this vision rather than a God who will come to condemn?  I want you to live – not 

as the world expects but as God does.  God knows what you need and will lead 

you to it.  When you try to think of all that you need or must do and you get 

overwhelmed, stop and ask yourself, do I need this or do I want it because the 

world told me to want it?  Is it really bringing me joy to work toward this?  Could 

you live without this thing you think you need?  And is it really yours to have in 

the first place. 

 

 The world is continually feeding us through media, even through friends, 

that we should try this weight loss program, buy this car, take this vacation, install 

this fence, build that house, join that gym, read that book, watch that movie…and 

on and on.  When we allow ourselves to be lead by these trumpeters, we do 

indeed get blood on our hands and our worship becomes distorted, even 

perverted.  I am as susceptible as you to all of this.  I come here each week and 

truly ask for forgiveness for all that has led me astray.  Living a life for God – 

knowing that God sent His son to save us – to truly know this, and like the 

disciples who came before us – can we do so bravely – calmly and patiently.  It 

was brave to open this church 100 years ago – to split their resources, their 

members at First Pres, but they were brave.  They calmly allowed it to grow over 

years and patiently over a generation or two allowed it to become the church it 

was to be…then.   But who are we today?  Who will we become?  We too must be 

brave and take risks without knowing the outcome, it may not even be realized  

within our lifetimes.  Patiently wait for what’s next and calmly moving toward the 

future.  Remember that in our text, the house owner is “asleep at the switch” 
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when the thief arrives precisely because he has been looking for that thief so long 

and hard.  May we keep our eye upon the kingdom of God in the present as we 

anticipate its ultimate coming in the future. 

 

Amen 

 

 

 


